Ann Wiker, MA, presents:
Architecture as Enlarged Sculpture

Architecture bridges the fields of art, science, and math. Creatively designed buildings are like large pieces of sculpture. This class will explore the history of architecture as an art form: prominent styles that have emerged, current trends, and the lives and works of famous architects.

Ann Wiker, MA, is an artist, curator, lecturer, and the director of Art Exposure. She has taught art studio, art history, and art appreciation courses to students of all ages through JHU and Towson Osher, York College, Roland Park Country School’s Kaleidoscope program, Howard Community College, Frederick County Public Schools, and Howard County Department of Recreation and Parks. Ann has been published in various local media and works as an art consultant. Her BA is in art history from the University of Maryland and her master’s is in art education from Towson University. She is also the Administrative Supervisor of the Osher Lifelong Learning Program at JHU.

Please return registration for the “Architecture as Enlarged Sculpture” lecture by March 5th to Andrew Ward via: mail to 6740 Alexander Bell Drive, Columbia MD 21046; email to osher@jhu.edu; phone at 410-516-9719.

Name: ________________________________ Email for confirmation: _______________________________

Member and non-member rates below – membership will be verified

Osher Member Rate: $10 per lecture @ Qty: ____ = TOTAL: $_______

Guest Rate: $15 per lecture @ Qty: ____ = TOTAL: $_______

Checks payable to Johns Hopkins University OR Credit Card NO CASH: VISA MasterCard Discover AmEx

Credit Card No: ___________ ___________ ___________ ___________ Exp. Date: _______ / _______

Zip Code: ___________ Signature: ________________________________

OSHER AT JHU PERSONAL INJURY WAIVER/TERMS OF MEMBERSHIP PARTICIPATION

At the time of enrollment, each member agrees to assume the personal risks and liabilities entailed in any course, field study, or trip. The member releases and holds harmless Johns Hopkins University, its trustees, faculties, and administration from any injury sustained through his/her actions or the actions of other members enrolled in the program. ALL FEES ARE NON-REFUNDABLE. Extensions or transfers or membership cannot be offered, AND THERE WILL BE NO EXCEPTIONS TO THIS POLICY. The University reserves the freedom to change without notice any programs or policies published herein. The University reserves the right to terminate or limit the membership or refuse membership to individuals whose conduct disrupts or interferes with other members’ participation in and enjoyment of Osher at JHU programs.